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The new plant will break ground in the fall of 2021 and is expected
to become operational in August of 2022. It’s dedicated to
production of advanced controlled-release fertilizers (CRFs) and will
produce up to 100,000 tons once full capacity has been reached.
EIRICH Machines has worked closely with Pursell to provide the
best solution for their specific needs and to solve the challenge that
CRF production can pose. The complete preparation system
includes material handling, structure, solids and liquid delivery,
batching, EIRICH intensive mixers, environmental controls, process control system, and more.
“We are extremely pleased to partner with industry leading companies such as Pursell and Sollio Agriculture, and we
look forward to continuing our strong commitment and tradition of providing state of the art processing technology,”
stated Matthias Erdmannsdoerfer, Managing Director at EIRICH Machines. “This partnership shows our capabilities to
provide the process knowledge and unparalleled support required to deliver complex processing plants in North
America and around the globe,” continued Erdmannsdoerfer.
EIRICH Machines is part of EIRICH Group and delivers sophisticated and innovative processing plant solutions to
companies around the world. EIRICH’s seven test lab locations (including one in Gurnee, IL) offer companies the
opportunity to perform R&D and go from lab scale to full production. This global presence makes EIRICH the preferred
supplier for rapid expanding organizations.
Joe Brady, Pursell CFO and sustainability lead contributes “Our partnerships with leading innovators in the industry,
like EIRICH Machines, allow us to implement unique process advantages in our fertilizer plants including faster curing
and batch times than traditional controlled release technology and lowered operating temperatures that allow for
survivability of temperature sensitive additives.” We look forward to continuing our partnership with EIRICH as we
begin work with Stamicarbon in licensing our technology globally.”
For more information about the new fertilizer plant, read the press release from Pursell/Sollio Agriculture.
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The Pioneer in Material Processing®

EIRICH Machines, member of worldwide EIRICH Group, is an international supplier of material processing systems
and solutions. With its two product lines EIRICH and American Process Systems®, EIRICH Machines offers the most
comprehensive range of Mixers, Blenders, Dryers, Grinders, and Peripheral Equipment. EIRICH Machines is your onestop shop for all material processing needs, with sales, test lab, engineering, production, and customer support in one
location (Gurnee, Illinois).

